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 Of the benefits of disk space free, is the most basic. Advantages and features The advantages and features of Disk Usage
Analyzer of Windows are: Easy to use No installation required Quick and effective Disadvantages The disadvantages of Disk

Usage Analyzer of Windows are: May give incorrect disk usage Displays only static information (not dynamic) See also System
Monitor Disk space Category:Utilities for WindowsQ: Why did Charles VIII of France decide to give Spain to his cousin

Ferdinand? My question is specifically concerning events surrounding the giving of the kingdom of Naples to Charles's cousin
Ferdinand. Ferdinand had been a little-known prince, but had served Charles in his earlier wars in Italy. At the Battle of
Fornovo, Ferdinand was wounded, and was thus unfit for further military service. Charles thought of the idea of making

Ferdinand his heir and giving Naples to him, since he thought that Ferdinand was a competent and loyal warrior. Why, however,
did Charles do this? I don't think he ever even met Ferdinand. A: You are saying that Ferdinand was a little known prince, but
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Charles was known as the King of France for much of his reign. He was Charles of Valois, nephew of Philip IV of France and
son of Charles I of Valois. So he was known as "Charles the King" as well as the King of France. Charles VIII of France wanted

to legitimize the Valois line of succession by marrying his cousin, Margherita of Savoy, daughter of King Louis XI. She was
also, incidentally, a Valois princess. When Ferdinand of Aragon married the Spanish princess, Isabella, Charles' heir was

legitimized. It could be argued that Charles VIII felt this was a point of honour which he had already performed for his brother,
Louis XII of France. It also had the effect of tying the Spanish monarchy closer to France, since the Valois descendants became
the Spanish Habsburgs. Ferdinand was a warrior, and Charles VIII thought that this was the reason why he had succeeded in his
wars and was rightfully a leader of the military. Charles was afraid that Ferdinand would, if given the opportunity, seek to annex

Piedmont and Romagna, and possibly even Tuscany. Charles VIII would therefore not have been against giving Naples to
Ferdinand, if the other two realms had been kept. Charles VIII 82157476af
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